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SUMWIRY 

This paper summarises work carrxed out at R.A.E. on the protection of the 
head in crashes. In general, two problems are seen to exist; the prevention 
of skull fracture and the prevention of concussion. 

The skull can be protected withln quite wide lxnlts by spreading the 
load, but little can be done brectly by helmets of practicable size to prevent 
concussion. The llkellhood of brain inJury can be reduced slightly by design- 
ing helmets wnth low elasticity and a tendency to deflect blows. 

Kinetic energy and the peak force transmitted to the head are often 
regarded as the sole criteria needed to define a blow, but it is shown that 
the coefficient of restitution and stopping &stance are also important 
parameters. Account should be taken of the effect of the ratio of the 
colliding masses and the effect of varying momentum when comparing test results 
from varwus rigs. A simple callbratlon device using a shaped plastxzne 
test-piece is put forward to compare the behaviour of different test machines 
under given condltlons. 

The effect of varying different parameters 1s illustrated by experiments 
on two test rigs and tests on existing Servloe helmets are reported. 

*Replaces RAE Techticel Report 69160 - ARC 31726 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the weight and bulk of crash helmets have been much 
criticised and proposals have been made to develop new lIghtweIght models. 
Because the lightening of the structure of existing types might lead to a 
lowering of the accepted standards, a new investigation of the dynannc 
mechanum of head protection was undertaken. 

This paper presents recent work by the author on crash helmets. It 
reviews the basic factors of their design and underlines problems that arise 
because human tolerance to blows cannot be precisely deflned. The diffxulty 
of providing adequate protection against concussion with helmets of practicable 
size is discussed and the broad outline of requrements for a protective helmet 
1s stated. 

The paper next describes specifications for the design of crash helmets, 
methods of testing them, and the lunitations of the test methods. Because of 

difficulty in correlating test results from various sources a specialtest- 
piece made from plasticine 1s put forward as a means of ccmpanng the behaviour 
of different test machines under given conditions. 

Finally, experunents made on the R.A.E. test rigs are reviewed and the 
paper concludes with a summary of tests made on existing Service helmets. 

2 BASIC FACTORS IN THE DESIGN OF CRASH HELMETS 

2.1 Tolerance of the head to impact 

Precise deflnitlon of tolerable blows to the head or those which would 
cause only minor or reversible injury, IS impossible owing to the natural 

variatlcn between udinduals and because different types of n~ury can be 
caused by similar blows. Further, if 8s many authorltles suggest, the rotation 
of the brain vvlthin the skull is the ma~cr cause of damage, the likelihood of 

inJury will depend on the exact du-ection of the blow. 

Tolerance curves have, however, been constructed by several authors 
from data obtalned from experiments made on animals and cadavers sna' also from 
accidents. The direct comparison of these two types of data presents some 
diffxulty, since experimental results are generally obtained in the form of 
acceleration-time curves, while in accident cases the only parameters available 
are the unpact velocity and the &menslons of the impression left in the 
impacted surface. Accident data are usually analysed rather roughly as follows: 
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If the Impact velocity is v ft/s, the depth of the ~pre331cn is d ft, 
zero rebound is assumed and a constant force F is supposed to resist motion 
durmg impact, then if the weight of' the impactIng body 13 W lb, 

The constant deceleration throughout the impact 

EL& 
W fY/32 

and the duration 13 

(2) 

Thu is obviously an over simplificataon, for the resisting force is 
unlikely to be constant and there will usually be acme rebound. On the other 
hand, it can be shown that if the acceleration pulse is symmetrical with 
respect to time, equation (3) is exact and the average deceleration is there- 
fore given by equation (2). In fact, most recorded impact3 give approximately 
symmetrical pulses as shown for example, by mqy of the experimental records 
reproduced in this paper, and most observed rebounds are small. ConsCtering 
the wide scatter of tolerance to impact between nd.ividuals and the kinds of 
blows that occur in accidents, It 13 not unreasonable to use these calculated 
duration3 and accelerations. Average deceleratlo~~uration, average 
deceleration/velocity or velocity/duration plots can thus be used inter- 
changeably, relating the parameters by the equation 

duration x average deceleration = change of velocity. 

2.1.1 Skull fracture 

The fcroe likely to fracture cadaver skulls has been found by Gurdjian 
et EL' and other workws in France and Germany from experiments m which the 
heads were dropped on to hard flat surfaces. The force on impact was very 
concentrated; being spread only by the scalp over an effective area of the 
order of 2 m2 (12.9 m2). These data are summarised in curve 1 of Fig.1. 
It is believed however, that the skull is more resutant to fracture in life, 
than the cadaver skull. The addition of a helmet 1~11 spread the load more 
than the scalp, 30 that impact3 indicated by this curve would be less likely 
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to cause fracture in a living helmeted head. The curve may however, be taken 
a3 a limlt for helmet performance; a safety factor being included. 

2.1.2 Accident survival 

Cases of survival after falls from height3 up to 175 ft (53 m) have been 
analysed by de Haven2 and SITyder3 using formulae 2 and 3 to calculate the 
average deceleration of the body and the duration of the impulse. Impact was 
made on various parts of the body, but 21 out of Snyder's 137 subJects landed 
head first. From these and other data Thompson', and Kornhauser and Gold5 
have constructed survivable and fatal curves relating to whole body impact. 
Curve3 2 and 3 of Flg.1 have been adapted from their results. The head shows 

significantly less tolerance to the effects of impact than other parts of the 
body, 30 It 1s to be expected that the fatality line for head impacts should 
be somewhat lower than curve 2. 

2.1.3 Angular acoeleratlon 

The great majority of blows to the head must cause angular rather than 
translational movement, unless the neck muscles are deliberately used to hold 
It rlgd, as footballers do when heading the ball. Holbourn' and others have 
suggested that the przncipal cause of concussion is, in fact, the angular 
displacement of the brain within the skull. However, the preolse relationship 
between angular velocity change and linear velocity change will depend on the 
position and direction of the impact, the resdience and the friction between 
the impacting surfaces. Some idea of this relationship can be gainedfrom siq 

consderations. Suppose a spherxal body travelling at a velocity of v ft/s 
with no spin, strikes a fixed surface at an angle of incidence #. Then, if 
frxtion prevent3 siding at the point of impact, an angular velocity 
v sin +/r will be produced about that point, where r is the radius of the 

sphere. If any value of the angle $ is equally probable, the mean value 
of the expression IS Zv/xr. Yielding of the surfaces at the point of impact 
and sllding will modify the value of the resulting angular velocity, but its 
order will usually remain the same. The radius of the head lies between 3 and 
4 in (7.5 and 10 cm), so thatalinear impact at v ft/s would be likely to 
cause an angular change of velocity of the order of 2v rad/sec. This probable 
value is reduced to some extent by the addition of a helmet, which increases 
the effective radius of the head and presents a smoother surface so that 
slippxxg can take place at the point of contact. 

ile 



There appears to be no published data on the level of angular accelera- 

tlon likely to cause brain damage, but some data on tolerance to angular 

acceleration in normal activltles have been determined by Parker 6 
from news 

reel films of dancers, boxers and skaters, and his results are shown III F1g.2. 

High speed films (4000 frames/set) of a dancer pirouetting and of a youth 

turning h1.5 head as sharply as possible, have also been taken at R.A.E. The 

films were taken directly above the subJects, who wore white skull caps 

marked with a black arrow to facditate analysis. Plots derived from these 

fdms, of angular displacement, velocity, and acceleratxon with respect to time 

are shown in Figs.3, 4 and 5, and points taken from them are included in Flg.2. 

The acceleration data in Fig.2 can be transformed to angular velocity plots 

(angular acceleration x duration = angular velocity), from whxh it can be 

shownthat a change of 15 rad set -1 . in about 5 msec is easdy tolerated 

nsmg to 40 rad set 
-1 for a duration of 200 msec. Thus fmm thu point of 

view, the order of linear change of velocity that is easily tolerable IS about 

7.5 f't/s (2.3 msec -I) in 5 met rlsmg to 20 ft/s-' (6 -1 . m3ec ) 2.n 200 *sec. 

2.2 Head protection - a problem in packagIng 

Like many problems in packaging, the protection of the head involves the 

prevention of shock damage to delicate apparatus when blows are stopped by the 

skull or outer packing case. Thus, the occurrence of most kinds of head 

damge depends on the displacement response of the skull and its contents to 

sudden changes of velocity. This response depends on the mechanxal properties 

of the part struck, but the characteristics will differ for blows strwk from 

different directlons, and as between the skull itself (danger of fracture) and 

the brain (danger of concussion). 

h'o su@e system can cover all the possibilities, but some idea of the 

response to be expected can be galned from consideration of the effect of 

various input pulses on a simple mass-spring system with VISCOUS damping. 

Consder such a system mounted on a platform which is subJected to a 

known acceleration pulse. If the displacement of the mass with reference to , 

the platform is x, the circular natural frequency of the system 1s R, 

and the dampIng coefficient is H, the equation of motion 1s: 

. 

2& + 2H R g + n2 x = F(t) 
at* 
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t 

where F(t) represents the acceleration of the platform. A precxely simdar 

form would hold for a pivoted arm mounted in a case subJected to angular 

acceleration, with the substitution of the angle 0 for the linear 

displacement x. 

The solution of this equation for various input acceleration pulse shapes 
(half sine, rectangular, triangular) and for various values of H has been 

investigated by a number of authors a,9 , and gives results which are complicated 

III detail, but are all approximately of the form shown in Fig.6. The general 
conclusion can be stated as follows:- 

For any system with known characteristics, g lven the pulse shape and the 

total velocity change, 

(1) If the duration of the pulse is comparable with or longer than the 
cycle time (2x/R) of the system, then the displacement is proportional to 

the peak acceleration. This holds for durations greater than about half the 

cyclic time, (70). 

(2) If the duration is short compared with the cyclic time, the &s- 
placement is proportIonal to the total change of velocity. This holds withln 
lC@ for durations less than about one quarter the cyclic time (7t/2R). 

For intermediate durations, displacement adJusts between the two factors. 
There 1s considerable varxtion between pulse shapes and between values of H, 
but the general conclusion holds, that unless a helmet or other protective 

device can extend the duration of an impact beyond one quarter of the cyclic 
time of the impacted system, it can do little to reduce the danger of inJury. 

The most likely parameter to influence skull fracture is the fleting of 
the bone in the area of the impact. The platform in this case is taken to be 

the body that impinges on the head and the linear spring characteristics are 
those of the skull with its scalp covering 1n this location. On the other hand, 
relative dxiplacement between the braIn and the skull is the important factor 

in braIn inJury; the spring chsracterlstios in this case, being those of Its 

suspension in the plane of rotation wlthln the skull. 

We have no direct lnformatlon about the value of R and of H for the 
skull and the brain, and It is clear that there can be no single answer in 
either case. However, It seems likely that the order of natural frequency is 
the same for all responses of the skull, and similarly for al1 angular 
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responses of the brain. From curve 1 of Fig.1, the changeover for cadaver 
skulls from sensltlvity to change of velocity to sensitivity to acceleration, 
seems to occur m the neighbourhood of 5 to 10 msec (giving a cyclw time 
between 10 and 20 msec). Since this time is well within the duration of many 
pulses through helmets, the maxunum acceleration is the relevant figure when 
discussing damage to the skull, with the provuc that it has little meaning 
unless the load bearing area is also taken into account. 

As regards the brain, an estimate of the period can be obtained from 
Holbcurn's conclusion that force 1s the important factor for durations greater 
than 200 msec. This would make the period about &OO msec; a natural frequency 
of 2.5 c/s (2.5 He). Professor Floyd of Loughborough University has however, 
quoted a figure of 250 msec. Taking the mean of these two estimates (325 mseo) 
it seems that the likelihood of concussion ~111 depend on the total change of 
velocity for durations of less than 80 msec and on peak acceleration for dura- 
tions greater than 160 msec. Several authors have suggested that a change of 
linear velocity of about 20 ft/s (6 nsec-') 1s likely to cause concussion, so 
that curve l+ of Flg.1 1s given as a possible threshold line. This curve can 

only be regarded as a tentative approxuatlon to the impact that might cause 
ccncuss~cn, but its similarity to the other curves of Fig.1, especu.lly to 
curve 3 does suggest that the argument 1s along the right lines. Comparison 
mth the changes of angular velocity found tolerable in normal activities 
(section 2.1.3) gxves a safety factor of about 2 between the tolerable and 
danger levels. 

In consdering head protection, the enforced limitation of the size of 
crash helmets by the conditions of use, means that it 1s impossible to extend 
the duration of an impulse beyond about 50 msec, as is shown by the straight 
lines in Fig.1 (the derlvatiodwf these will be discussed later). It is 
therefore, impossible for a helmet of practxable dimensions to guard against 
concussion, other than by ensuring that it has no projections likely to cause 
increased angular movement, and that there is as low a coefflclent of 
restitution as possible between the headpiece and the impacting surface, to 
prevent Increase in the total change of velocity. Even buffet blows can have 
impact velocities as high as 12 ft/s (3.65 msec-I), which is getting close to 
the possible threshold of concussion. Protection of the brain therefore lies 

mere in the field of vehicle than of helmet design, where likely impact areas 
can be made pelting so as to spread the impulses ever much longer perlods. 
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Let us consider how force 1s transmitted through a crash helmet tc 
accelerate the head beneath it. A protective helmet usually consists of a 

hard cuter shell mth a webbxng head cradle and/or padding material used as a 
shock absorber liner. The response of such materials to impact loads is 
usually non-linear, and in .scme cases their behaviour is probably influenced 
by slldlng displacement reslsted by frxtion forces. Some inslght into the 
problem can be galned as before, by oonsiderxng the behaviour of a simple 

mass-spring system with viscous damping. It can be shown that if a body 

impacts a second body through a spring, the worst case as far as spring ccm- 
pression is concerned, occurs when the second body is rIgidly fxed. We shall 
therefore, take this case. 

The equation of motion is 

d2x - 
at2 

+2hws+w*x = 0 (5) 

where x is the displacement, W 1s the weight of the impacting body, K is 
the spring stiffness, c is the damping fcrie and w = Kg/w, h = c*g/L+KW. 
The initial conditions are, x = 0, dx/dt = U where U is imtlal velocity. 

From the solution of ths equation (see Appendix B), the maxzmum spring 
compress~cn xmax, the duration of the pulse time T, the maximum accelera- 

tlcn amax, and the coefficient of restitution E, can be deduced. Fig.7 
shows non-dw~ens~.onal plots of these variables against E. 

The requirements for a crash helmet can be stated as fcllcws:- 

(i) the deflectzon xmax should be as large as possible short of 

actual contact between the head and the inslde of the shell, 

(Ii) the pulse duration T should be as long as possible to keep peak 

acceleration down and reduce the danger of skull fracture, 

(iii) The total change of velocity should be as small as possible, that 
1s) the coefficient of restitution E should be small to reduce the danger of 
concussion. 

From Fig.7 It can be seen that these requirements are dlffxult to 
reconcile, but as a ccmprcmlse It is suggested that the value of E should be 
about 0.3 and w should be as small as is consistent with the maximum 
allowable deflection. 
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Blows of considerable kinetic energy can in some circumstances be 
lnfllcted at relatively low impact velocity. Such a case could occur in rough 
condltlons in an arcraft or land vehicle if, for exempleta crew member was 
thrown vertically against the roof with much of the body weight behind the 
blow, but it can be seen that all the parameters would be altered in these 
circumstances, since the value of W could be several times the weight of 
the head alone. Fig.8 shows how, for a given kinetic energy, the deflection 
of a mass-spring system on impact, tends to increase with increases in the 
weight of the colliding body, although in other respects the effect of the 
blow on the head tends to become less severe. It will be seen that the 
~.ncrease in deflection 1s most marked for low values of E, which lends 
support for the view that 0.3 is a reasonable compromise value. 

The theoretxal helmet displacement lines shown in Fig.1 were deduced 
from F1g.7, assuming that E = 0.3. They represent the relation between dis- 

placement, impact velocity, acceleration and time in spring systems with a 
damplng coefflclent of 0.5. The pulse duration for a given weight colliding 
with a linear spring system is constant so that any particular theoretical 
head and helmet assembly is represented by an or&nate in Fig.1. For example, 
If the velocity change during impact for a given system were 25 ft/s 

(7.62 msec-1 ) and the duration of the impulse 10 msec, then the displacement 
of the helmet would be 0.5 in (I.25 cm). Actual helmets have non-linear 
oharacterlstxs however, and their liners tend to become stiffer with 
uxreaslng deflection. Thus the duration of pulses for impacts at higher 
velocity tends to be reduced as 1s shown in the experimental results in Fig.9. 

3 THE SPECIFICATION, AND DESIGN OF CRASH HELMFTS 

3.1 Speclficat~ons 

The design of crash helmets is limited by the bulk a man can carry on his 
head and yet perform his special task. If the load is well distributed and he 
suffers no acute discomfort, he can accept a weight of I+ or 5 lb (1.82 or 

2.27 kg) on his head for several hours, but each small addition to the weight 
~ncrea,ses the difficulty of tolerating the helmet for long periods. 

The increased moment of lner'cla of the head when wearing a helmet may 

also cause difficulty, especially when the wearer is subjected to vibration. 
Since the weight of the helmet 1s distributed round the circumference of the 
head, the moment of inertia increases more than the corresponding weight. 

i 

. 
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Allowable size and weight are not always precisely defined in existing helmet 

speclficatlons, but it is generally agreed that the height above the wearer's 

crown should not exceed 2 in (5 cm) and the width across the ears should not 

be more than about 11 in (27.5 cm). 

Current performance speciflcatlons generally define the maximum allowable 

transmitted force or acceleration in certain standard helmet tests and the 

maximum permitted penetration of the shell and liner by a sharp ObJect in given 

cu-mlmstanoes. In Europe, for various types of crash helmet, a maximum trans- 

mitted force of 2000 kg (4400 lb) must not be exceeded II? a standard drop test, 

in whxch a 5 kg weight (11 lb) with kinetic energy from 102 to 204 J (75 to 

150 ft lb) dependiw on the role of the helmet, collides with the test specimen 

on a rigidly mounted head form. 

A corresponding Amencan specification states that when the test helmet 

1s SubJeCted to blows by an 11 lb (5 kg) weight, the acceleration transmItted 

to the head form shall not exceed 

150 g for more than 4 msec 

200 g for more than 1 msec 

l+oo g at all. 

Assuming that a flat striker is used, in ASA 290 the klnetlc energy of 

the test blow is to be 66 ft lb (89.5 J) when the head form is mounted on a 

rigidly fixed anvil or 760 ft lb (217 J) when the head form is mounted on a 

freely pivoting arm. Other values for the ldnetlc energy for the test blow 

apply when the striker is radlused. These criteria are meant to apply to 

helmets designed to meet crash conditions, but no speclficatlon for helmets 

designed to give protectIon aganst head buffetng or repeated low energy 

blows has been found. 

There 13 ll'ctle to show how these speclflcations are related to conditions 

actually obtaunng in crashes. Endence is naturally scanty but according to 

Moseley and Zeller 
10 , arcraft speed at the time of impact in a large number of 

take-off and landing accidents investigated by them, varied from 40'kt (67 ft/s) 

or (20.4 msec-') to about 140 kt (236 ft/s) or (72 msec-') while the &opping 

distance of the aircraft varied from Just under 100 ft (30.5 III) to over 

7000 ft (2140 m). WIthAn this range a great variety of contitlons could occur 

as the aucraft collides with ditches, embanlanents and other typical obstacles 

causing very abrupt decelerations. InJurIes to the crew and passengers are 
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brought about by heads and other parts of the body striking fixed parts of the 

au-craft and to a lesser extent collisions with flying obJects. 

If It 1s assumed that the head moves 1 ft (0.305 m) before Impact at a 

constant acceleratux ng relative to the structure, the closug velocity 

v ft/s on Impact 1s given by v2 = 2 ng. The impact energy, 75 to 150 ft lb 

(102 to 204 J) of European standard tests corresponds to values of n between 

7 and 43.5. Fig.10 shows the relationship between aircraft stopping &stance 

and average auw%.ft deceleration as calculated by the sunple assumptions III 

2.1 and It ~111 be seen that average decelerations of approximately 10 g are 

obtanxed in reducing an aircraft speed from 140 kt (72 msec-') to eerc in 

100 ft (30.5 m). These average decelerations may contain scme high peaks, 

whxh being sustained long enough, tend to initiate the break up of the 

aircraft structure and seat fixings. Thus the likelihood of fatalities from 

multiple inJurIes is increased, and It 1s reasonable to conclude that a crash 

helmet desl,-ned to protect the head against blows of greater kinetic energy 

than 150 ft lb (204 J) could do little to improve the chance of survival. 

Crash helrrets can be considered worthwhde so long as there are survivers 

frcrr crashes that would othennse have been fatal, but they may not attenuate 

the effects of moderate blows enough to give adequate protection against the 

repeated impacts that could occur in some condltlons of routine use. These 

conditions ccme under the blanket term, buffeting, and ccver a wde range of 

blows that might be experienced in tanks, or in ancraft in low-level high- 

speed flight. The specifxation of the performance of anti-buffet helmets in 

response to such conditions has not yet been attempted, but it 1s clear that 

such situations demand that the wearers shall not be deprived of consclcusness 

or of mental efficxncy, even for a few seconds. 

Analysis of rather extreme cases of lmpact that could occur in flight, 

for example, to the pilot rising in his seat under negative g, or a standing 

crew member being taken off balance in similar circumstances, suggest that 

the head might strike fixed obJects with closing velocitres up to 12 ft/s 

(3.66 msec-' ). It is thought that the mass of the head alone is usually 

unolved in such accdents, but occasionally scme or all of the body mass 

could be behind the impact. The range of kinetic energy to be expected could 

therefore extend from about 30 ft lb (40.7 J) for the head alone, to ever 

150 ft lb (204 J) for the cake where a large part of the body weight 1s 

involved. 



3.2 Current helmet designs 

Two types of helmet liner are 1x1 ccmmcn use. These are:- 

(i) webbing head suspension harness, 
(ii) crushable lining material. 

The webbing harness spreads impact loads in conJunction with the shell 
of the helmet by means of strong fabric tapes, which cradle the skull. The 

shape and duration of the transmItted impact pulses are determined by the 
stretch of the 'capes, the deformation or breaking of their fixing points, 
and flexing of the shell. A layer of compressed cork or sunilar material 

LS fixed to the inner surface of the shell where it acts as a buffer to keep 
the rate of change of velocity of the head low should the webbing harness 
break down. Very sudden arrest of the head, as when the skull makes COntaCt 
wxth the helmet shell is termed 'bottoming'. 

Crushable liners are made from relatively stiff matends such as 
expanded polystyrene, vath very lunted powers of recovery after compression. 

Alunnnium and paper honeycombs have also b'e& used to dissipate the energy of 
Impact; a soft foam materlal being worn next to the scalp to reduce load 

concentrations and improve comfort. 

The role of both types of liner 1s to reduce the effect of blows 

received in crash conditions, but as theu deformation before collapse beglns 
1s very small, the forces transmitted to the skull due to impacts of less 
than crltioal magnitude are attenuated very little. After collapse begins 
these materials are deformed with a nearly flat characteristic until fully 
stretched or compressed, when the force/deflectlcn curve becomes steep cnce 
more. Helmets employing such liners are therefore uncomfortable when subJected 
to repeated blows of less than critical magnitude. To allow for the dzsipa- 
tion of relatively large amounts of lanetlc energy in a helmet designed for 
buffeting condltlons, the stiffness of the deflectlag material must be low 
enough to accommodate the greatest possible displacement ?nrlthin practicable 
dimensional limits. 

With a liner of the right stiffness and hysteresu, it should be possible 
to design a helmet capable of giving both crash and buffet protection. 
Several plastx foams already exist which show sane prcmue in thu direction. 
Their restoration time 1s of the order of one 01‘ two seconds, so that relative 
even to the longest pulse their behaviour is non-elastx. These foams may be 
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found unsutable for use in very lightweight helmets however, as they tend to 

be rather dense. 

Pneumatic helmet liners have been used XI experunents concerning the 

stopping distance of the shell m relation to the skull. They show promise 

over a lunted range of input energy, in that a long stroke 1s possible 

without compression stlffenng of the maternl, but careful design and develop- 

ment of a discharge valve is requned to control the au? pressure rise in the 

liner during Impact. In addition, a good buffer material 1s required as an 

extra precaution against bottoming in extreme conditions. 

4 CRITERIA IN THE TESTING OF CRASH HELMETS 

4.1 Range of test equipment 

To exsnnne and compare the dynarnc performance of crash helmets, requres 

a means of subjecting test specimens to blows sunulatlng impacts that could be 

expected In use. Three main types of test machne and some variants are being 

used by different establishments. 

These are:- 

(a) vertical drop ng, 

(b) pendulum rig, 

(c) Snively sw2.ngug arm ng. 

All three machines use granty as a means of accelerating the striker 

up to a suitable impact velocity, but in a few special rigs a means has been 

provided for accelerating the striker beyond 1 g m order to achieve higher 

closing velocities vnthout increasing the droppng height. 

The parameters measured on impact are either the force or acceleration 

transmItted through the test helmet to the dummy head with respect to time. 

A summary of the possible vanants 1s given in Table 1. 

4.1.1 Vertical drop rig 

The vertical drop rig, as orIgInally developed by the Road Research 

Laboratory, consists of a monolithic block of concrete resting in a sand tray 

on a strong concrete floor. The block weighs at least a ton (1.016 tonne) 

and a quartz crystal load cell bearing a wooden dummy head form 1s rigidly 

mounted on Its surface. A flat ended striker of 10 lb weight (4.54 kg) drops 

on to the mounted test helmet from a height chosen to give the deszed kinetic 
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energy at xllpact. During Its descent, the striker 1s guided by two tightly 

strung piano wues. 

The fig built at R.A.E. 1s essentially similar to the R.R.L. design, but 

the crystal load cell has been replaced by one based on semi-conductor strau 

gsuges. Flg.11 1s a photograph of the rig. An advantage gained by the use 

of these stran gauges is that the load cell can be calibrated statically 

whereas quartz crystal cells should be calibrated at least quasl-dynamically. 

4.1.2 Pendulum ri% 

The R.A.E. pendulum rig shown in Fig.12 consists of a large mass of 

approximately 320 lb (145 kg) suspended by fine steel cables. A flat load 

cell u mounted at one end of the mass to form an anvil and accelerometers 

may be fatted in either the head-form or the mass. The head-form is mounted 

on a very light suspended carruge and together these weigh approximately 

10 lb (4.54 kg). The design of the carruge is such that almost any point on 

the test helmet shell can be presented for collision with the anvil. In this 

case the test helmet 1s the moving member of' the ng and it is made to strike 

the stationary load cell. 

An alternative arrangement of the rig can be set up, in whch a striker 

is made to collide with a stationary test helmet assembly of approxzmately 

equal weight. The performance of the helmet is measured in terms of tune 

and either deceleration of the striker or acceleration of the head form. 

4.1.3 The Snlvely r?g 

A particular form of test rig has been developed by Snively 
11 

at the SnelJ! 

Memorial Foundation in the UnIted States and a dlagrammatu representation is 

shown in Fig.13. In this arrangement, a hollow magnesium alloy head form is 

mounted at the end of a relatively short arm which 1s pivoted at a given 

distance from the crown and an accelerometer 1s fixed to the Inner surface of 

the head form directly below the point of impact of the striker. A delxate 

shear-pzn (see Fig.13) which requires the dlsslpatlon of only two or three 

foot pounds of lunetx energy to break It, holds the assembly in the ready 

position. The striker - 16 lb weight (7.26 kg) falls vertically on to the 

helmet and head form, which together have approximately the .same mass. The 

shear-pin breaks lmmedlately on Impact, allowing the assembly to fall freely 

at 1 g acceleration. 
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4.2 Impact parameters 

4.2.1 Kinetx energy as a criterion 

The reqnrements for a crash helmet stated ID section 2.2, were deduced 

by considering the equation of motion for a simple mass-spring system. This 

shows the need to exsnnne the effects of different parameters when making 

experiments on the dynamic behaviour of crash helmets. In particular, blows 

at various kinetic energy levels are required; but the mass of the striker 

1.3 usually fned, so that the only way to increase the magxntude of a blow is 

to raise its impact veloclty,e.g. by increasing its dropping height. 

The kinetic energy of a blow 1s given by:- 

where m is the mass of the colliding body, v 1s its impact velocity, W 

its waght and h the height of drop. An alternative which has been provided 

for in the two R.A.E. rigs, is the abdxty to vary the weight of the striker. 

Thus the unpact velocity of a range of blows can be held constant while varying 

the collision energy by adjusting the mass of the collding body. 

4.2.2 Momentum and the coefficient of restitution 

Fig.14 shows three force-time traces obtained when a helmet shell 

fitted with a recoverable foam liner was subjected to blows of 4C ft lb 

(!7&.2 J) kinetic energy. The closing velocity of the striker on impact was 

varied frw 15 ft/s to 20 ft/s (4.6 to 6.4 msec-I), while Its weight aas 

decreased from 11.75 to 6.25 lb (5.33 to 2.84 kg). The total change of 

momentum is equal to the area under the force-time traces and It can be seen 

that the greatest change is associated with the greatest mass (curve I) and 

the lowest impact velocity. 

To convert the traces shown in Flg.14 to acceleration-tune curves, only 

a change of scale is required and the area under the replotted curves is then 

equal to the total change of velocity. By double integration, the manmum 

displacement of the helmet used in this experiment was found in each case and 

is shown in the following table:- 

. 
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Striker weight Impact velocity Deflection 
lb Yet/s inches 

11.75 (5.35 kg) 
-1 

14.7 (4.5 msec ) 1.1 (2.75 cm) 

8.25 (3.75 kg) 17.6 (5.36 msec-') 0.85 (2.12 cm) 

6.25 (2.83 kg) 20.4 (6.2 msec-') 0.83 (2.08 cm) 

It can be seen that the greatest change of momentum was assoczated with the 
largest deflectlon, but Fig.8 shows that this effect 1s influenced by the 
coefficient of restitution E of the system. For instance, where E = 1, 

varying weight of the striker at constant kinetic energy has no effect on the 
maxxnum deflectIon, but when E = 0 variation in the value W should have 

a large effect. 

The force-txne traces obtained when a striker was made to collde wxth a 
helmet on a rigidly mounted head form and when a helmet on a free head form was 
dropped on to a rIgIdly mounted anvil are shown 1x1 Figs.15 and 17 respectively. 
The areas under the curves are proportional to the total change of momentum, 
which xxzludes the negative velocity at rebound; the coefficient of restltu- 
tlon E between the coll&ng massea being equal to the ratio of the 

momentum at impact and rebound. That LS:- 

(7) 

where Y and v r are the Impact and rebound velocities respectively and 
m is the mass of the moving body. In the example shown in Fig.15 the momentum 
of the striker before impact is 

q4.7 
mv = WV= 11.25~~ = 5.14 lb set (2.33 kg see) . 

g . 

From Flg.l5b, the total change of momentum 1s about 7.9 lb set (3.6 kg set) 
and the momentum of the rebound IS therefore approximately 2.8 lb sea 
(1.27 kg set) whence 

2.8 E = 5.1 = 0.55 . 

From Fig.l7a, the momentum of the falling mass is:- 

16 
IOx= = 4.97 lb set (2.25 kg set) . 



From Fig.ln, the total change of momentum is about 6.9 lb set (3.13 kg set) 
and the momentum of the rebound is therefore approximately 1.9 lb set 
(0.86 kg sea) whence 

E = 0.38 . 

Fairly consistent values of E are obtained when hard bodies collide at 
low velocities, but 30me variation does occur with changes in the velocity of 
of the impact. In helmet testing, the indicated value of E is influenced 
by the design of the test assembly and by the way the test helmet is mounted. 
For conditions of impact imposed on different helmets tested at R.A.E., the 
value of E lies between 0.3 and 0.6, but when bottoming ccour3 the value of 
E becomes larger. 

4.2.3 The effect of mass ratio 

In contrast with the vertxal drop test rig, the head masses in both the 
R.A.E. pendulum and the Snively swinglng arm rigs are free to acme extent 
following impact. In a variation of the pendulum rig, the colliding masea are 
made equal 12 with consequences that are discussed in mere detail in Appendix A. 

Btiefly, if E is the coefficient of restitution of the system, U the 
initial velocity of the striker and m, and m 2 the masses of the striker 
and the complete test-piece respectively, then the lunetic energy lost by the 
striker when the colliding masses m., and m 2 are equal and E = 0 is given 

by:- 

m El2 Ke =r. 

On the other hand when the ratio of the masses approaches infinity, the 
energy lost 13 given by:- 

Ke = s m. 2 

(8) 

(9) 

That is to say, a blow between massea of equal weight needs approximately 
twice the energy of a blow against an infunte mass to produce a comparable 
effect, when the value of E is close to zero. 

. 
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4.3 Correlation between impact test methods 

Many cldferent methods of testing crash helmets are possible, but all of 
them come under one of the three following headings:- 

(i) FSgidCLy mounted stationary head form and colliding mass. 
(ii) Moving head form colliding with a fixed rigid mass. 
(11.1) Moving head form colliding with movable mass, or vice versa. 

Based on the above categories, Table 1 summsrlses various kinds of tests 
that have been used by different workers and the measuring instruments 
employed. Any of these tests could be, ana sometimes are, regarded as equlva- 

lent so long as the kinetic energies of the moving body on impact are equlva- 
lent. This is not necessardy true as has been shown in 4.1, so that care 

must be taken m comparing the results of tests made on different kinds of 

rig. It 1s also usually assumed, mcorrectly, that the peak measured 
acceleration of the striker multiplied by its weight is equivalent to the 
peak force transmitted through the load cell. 

In this section the relationship between various types of test is 

discussed and illustrated by experimental data, and a device for correlating 
the outputs of impact rigs is descrlbed. 

4.3.1 The force transmitted to the skull in arresting the striker 

F1g.15 shows the result of an experiment, in which a striker carrying 

an accelerometer was dropped on to a test helmet on a rlgdly mounted head 
form. The effective mass ratio was infinite and the transmitted force was 
measured by means of a load cell beneath the neck of the dummy head. The two 
traces shown in Fig.l$. were recorded simultaneously; curve 1 representing 

the input pulse and curve 2 the transmitted pulse in terms of force and time. 
As would be expected, the areasunderthe two curves representIng the total 

change of momentum are approximately equal, but the helmet has a damping 
effect, as shown by the smoother shape of the transmitted pulse. This means 
in effect, that If the significant parameter is the peak, then the,lnput 
pulse wdl show a higher value. Integration of the force-time curves gives 
the momentum change of the two bodies as shown in Fig.15b. The total changes 
of momentum must be equal and it will be seen that the results obtained by the 
two methods correlate very well. The pesky form of the input acceleration 
pulse must be due to the lnltial bstortion of the shell of the helmet in 
response to the blow. 
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Fig.16 shows an attempt to illustrate such distortion photographically 
m two sequences of pxtwes when Mks.1 and 2 R.A.P. crash helmets were sub- 
Jetted to blows at 97 ft lb (I32 J) kinetic energy at about 25 ft/s 

(7.62 msec -I) impact velocity. It will be seen that the position of the edge 

of the helmets relative to the brow of the dummy head moved very little 
although a considerable deflection of the crowns occurred. 

4.3.2 The effect of a colllslon between a moving helmeted head and a 
large fixed mass 

The effect of droppIng a test helmet on to a load cell anvil, was 

compared with the effect of dropplng a striker on to the same specimen rigidly 
mounted on a load cell. The results are shown =n Fig.17. Care ~18s taken to 
make the combined weight of the dropped helmet and head form equal to the 
weight of the striker (IO lb (4.54 kg)); the kuxtic energy input being 
412 ft lb (54.2 J) at 16 ft/s (4.9 msec-' ) lapact velocity. The result of 
rlropplng the test helmet was measured as an Input pulse and is shown in Fig.17a 

trace 1. Trace 2 is the transmitted pulse due to the striker dropping on to 
the mounted helmet and thu curve shows the damping effect of the helmet. That 
the total change of momentum was the same for both blows is shown approximately 
by the integration of the two traces in Fig.13. 

Comparing this result with that described in the previous section, it can 

be seen that the effect of dropping a helmet 1s not significantly different 
from SubJecting it to a blow from a falling mass, provded that the input 
conditions ape the same. However, if the parameter measured is peak force or 
acceleration, allowance should be made for some damping during transmission 
through the helmet. 

4.3.3 Standard test-piece 

It is difficult to correlate experimental results obtained from different 
SoUllCeS. The main season for this is probably the varu,bdlty of the value of 
E. When equal ma3se3 are SubJected to blows with the same kinetic energy, the 
same velocity at unpact and the same striker, the areas under the force or 
acceleration-time curvea will only be equal when the value of E is constant. 
The use of a standard test-piece makes It possible to compare the behaviour of 
different test machines under given conbtions. Thu 1s of value zn correlat- 
ing the results of comparable tests from different source3. The requrements 

for the characteristics of such a test-piece are as follows:- 
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(i) the coefficient of restitutux should be as close to zero as 
possible, 

(11) the performance of the test-piece should be repeatable for any 

given condltlon withln specified limits, 
(111) of' the test-piece 1s recoverable, it should return to its 

original dimensions and rate wlthln a few minutes of impact, 

(IV) the test-piece must not be unduly sensitive to temperature changes. 

The possibilities for such a device are quite wide, rang=% from damped 
springs and fluid metering orifices to specul plastic materials. 

Only two posslbditzs have been examined so far. In the first of these 
a stdf helmet shell combuxd with a one inch (2.5 cm) thick liner made from 
a slowly recoverable, but rather dense plastx foam was employed. When this 
assembly was submitted to blows of 97 ft lb (?J'Z J) kinetic energy nrth an 
impact velocity of 25 ft/s (7.62 msec-’ ), the force-time pulses transnntted 

to the dummy head were reproducable and the following results were obtaIned 
by Ellis Research Laboratories on their vertlod drop ng:- 

Test No. TransmItted Tune interval 
peak force between blows 

lb set 

1 2780 (12.36 k~) 

2 3260 (14.5 m) 30 se0 

3 3800 (16.9 ICN) 30 

4 2841 (12.64 kN) 3 hr 

5 3310 (14.72 H) 30 set 

6 3680 (16.38 k~) 30 

It wdl be seen that the efficiency of the foam 1s steaddy reduced in a rapid 
series of impacts, but 3 hours rest between blows gives almost complete 
recovery. 

The results of Impact tests made on this shell at R.A.E. and at 
Ellis Research Laboratories are shown in Pig.18. The input kinetic energy 
in each case was approximately 100 ft lb (135.5 J) and the closing velocity 
of the stroker was about 25 ft/s (7.62 msec-I). They are not satisfactory 

however, suoe the value of E in the two cases lies between 0.6 and 0.8, 
which is too high for a practxd test-piece. Also, comparison of the trace 
shapes suggests that the test assemblies were not truly identical. 

. 
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Classic examples of materials that are almost non-elastic are, putty, wet 

modelling clay and plasticine. Plastlcne was chosen as a very suitable 

material for experiment, since it does not require the addition of oil or water 

It is moderately stiff at room temperature, Its response to temperature changes 

is reasonably slow and its consistency does not vary much. 

The first experunental test-pieces were made in the form of cylinders 

2 in (5 cm) m diameter and 1 III (2.5 cm) deep. Flg.lVa shows two 

acceleration-time traces recorded when a pair of such cylinders were subJected 

to blows of 100 ft. lb (135.5 J) kinetic energy at 25.4 ft/s (7.75 msec-') 

impact velocity. In case 1 the plastxine was taken from a freshly opened 

packet, but in case 2 the specimen was very old and had been open and exposed 

to the air for many months. The difference between the traces is insignificant 

and the velocity change ndicated in Fig.lVb is only 28 to 29 ft./s (8.5 to 

8.8 
-1 

ElSf2C 1 , givmg a value of about 0.1 for E. The average thickness of 

the plasticine after the impact was 0.25 in (0.625 cm); a displacement of 

0.75 In (1.88 cm). Integration of the velocity change curves gives a displace- 

ment of 0.7 in (1.75 cm) approxunately. 

Fig.20a shows the effect of using a plasticlne cone frustum I in high, 

171th a base diameter of 2 in (5 cm) and a 2 in (1.88 cm) diameter apex. The 

striker in this experiment lost relatively little velocity during the first 

mllllsecond of the impulse, although the cone was displaced by 0.3 in (0.75 cm). 

Afterwards it slowed down mere rapidly and a high peak of deceleration resulted, 

Integration of the acceleration-time curve, Fig.20b shows that the total change 

of velocity was only Just over 25 ft/s (7.6 msec-'), so that the value of E 

was almost zero. 

To allow for blows of greater kinetic energy than 100 ft lb (135.5 J) 

usmg the standard IO lb (4.5 kg) striker, the height of the truncated cone 

was increased to I$ in (3.75 cm), while the diameters of the base and apex 

remained the same. Fig.21 shows the results of an experiment in which two of 

these test-pieces were subJected to blows of 100 ft lb (135.5 J) kinetic 

energy m the pendulum test rig; the weight of the striker being IO lb 

(4.5 kg). The difference between the two force-time traces is insignificant. 

The experiment was then repeated using the vertxal drop rig and the results 

of the two blows are shown in Fig.22, from which it can be seen that the 

traces are siml1s.r to those obtained in the former test. The ringing that 

. 
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appeared in this case is due to the relatively long load cell shaft, and it 
occur‘s mainly when the energy absorbent material has reached its compressive 
limit, that IS, when there 1s a tendency to bottom. 

5 RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL TEST PROGBAMMX 

5.1 Stopping a-Lstance 

Men a helmeted head collides with a fixed masz the shell is stopped 

almost xwtantaneously at the point of impact, but the head inside continues 
to move until it is brought to rest by the liner, or in extreme cases by 
collision with the inner surface of the shell 13,14 . For constant deceleration 

of the head the stopplng distance s IS given by:- 

s = IT t - & ft* (10) 

where v 1s the initial velocity and t is the tune from the startofthe 

impulse. 

An experunent using the vertxal drop rig was made to illustrate the 
effect of stopping &stance on the forces acting on the skull duru%g an impact 

pulse. A stiff polycarbonate industrxd helmet shell was used as a test-piece 
in ConJunctlon vnth three different luer 15 arrangements. These were:- 

(1) a slody recoverable plastic foam liner, 1 in (2.5 cm) thick, 

(iI) a pneumatic liner, 1 in (2.5 cm) thick with a restrxted outlet 

orifice, 
(ui) a pneumatw liner as in (ii), but backed up with a soft plastic 

foam of very low density. The total thickness of the liner and its backing 
was 2 in (5 cm). 

The liner materxalused in case (2) was rather dense, but it possessed some 
hysteresu; returning to its orIgIna thickness in one o1* two seconds 
following compression. In case (ii), an air impervious bag shaped to form a 
skull cap was fdled with very low density polyether foam to give it form. 
During impact, the stiffness of this liner was controlled by an orifice which 
resIsted the flow of displaced a;~r to atmosphere. In case (iii), the pneumatic 
loner was backed up with another layer of low density foam 1 in (2.5 cm) thick, 
and the displacement of au? from the cellular structure of this layer was 
restricted by Its sandwich posl'clon between the top impervious skin of the 
skull cap and the inner surface of the helmet shell. 
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Industrial helmets are not usually fitted with chin straps and so they 
cannot be pulled. hard down on the head. In this experiment, the fit of the 
helmet on the dummy head was such that the distance between the crown of the 
head and the shell was greater than the thickness of the lxxrs. Flg.23 shows 
the results of blows at 40 f't lb (54.2 J) kinetic energy and 16 ft/s 

(4.9 msec -1 . ) xmpact velocity on the three assemblies. It will be seen that the 
peak forces decreased as the duration of the pulse increased with increaslx 

shell displacement. The displacement of the shell, obtalned by double integra- 
tion of the acceleration-time curve, indicates that it was held away from the 

skull by a alstance of about 1 in (2.5 cm) in excess of the actual thickness of 
the liner. 

5.2 Contact pressure on the skull 

The experiments so far described dlustrate the relatIonshIp between 
change of velocity, stopping distance and force as a helmeted head colldes 
with a second. body, but they have nothing to say about the pressure of the 
xnpact load on the head and no means of measuring such pressure has yet been 

devised. However, the impact load must be spread over as large an area as 
possible and this will be helped by the use of a very stiff shell and a 
suitable liner. It has been shown that the shells of current head-pieces are 
much less stiff during impulsive loading than might be supposed and that they 
are probably quite vulnerable to blows from obJects with sharp corners or small 
radii. When crushable or recoverable foam liners are employed, local bendlng 

of the helmet shell tends to produce ddYerentlsl compression of the energy 
absorbent material and a high contact pressure beneath the point of impact 
results. In helmets fitted with cradle suspension systems for the head, this 
diffxulty is avoided unless the skull actually bottoms on the buffer 
material covering the inner surface of the shell. In the back and sides of 

such helmets however, these suspension systems are less effective. 

Experiments mth pneumatx 16 liners suggest that impact loads can be well 

spread by them and since the foam used to shape the skull cap is very tenuous, 
there is no danger from dd'ferential compression, but fadure of the air dls- 
charge valve or actual penetration of the liner might have serious consequences. 
Fig.24 shows the results of an experiment, in whch a Mk.1 helmet shell fltted 

with a. pneumatic liner shaped like a soft flying helmet to give full cover for 
the head, was subJected to two blows of 30 ft lb (40.7 3) klnetlc energy at a 
closing velocity of 14.3 ft/s (4.36 msec-I); the weight of the striker being 

. 
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about 9.25 lb (4.2 kg). The pressure rise within the air bag was measured 
sxmultaneously with the transmitted force and this shows a peak of 70 lb/in' 
(483 kNm-3 for both blows. The force measurements suggest that the load was 

spread over the crown of the head form covering an area between 11.4 to 

14 sq in (73 to 90 cm'). The volume of air displaced by the Impact was 
apparently employed in xr?latin, 0 remote parts of the liner, while the leakage 

to atmosphere through the 1 mm orlfYce was apparently small. Experiments 
using pneumatx skull caps show that better results are obtained when the 

volume of the air bag is kept small - see F1g.23, trace 2. In fact, of the 
volume of a pneumatic liner 1s too large, it will lack adequate stiffness 
durmg Impact an3 be potentially dangerous. From Fig.24 it can be Seen that 
there 1s already a tendency to bottom, although the kinetic energy of the 
impact was only 3C ft lb (40.8 J). 

5.3 Displacement and velocitv change of helmet shells during impact 

The 'way in whxh the closing velocity between the head and the helmet 
shell changes with respect to the distance between them during impact 1s 

important. For ir.stance, soft padding materials reduce the relative velocity 
very little at fwst and the head may finally be arrested in a short distance 
from a relatively high approach speed. If the load cannot be effectively 
spread, and this 1s likely when the helmet deflects appreciably at the point 
of impact, the contact pressure on the skull will be hgh. 

On the other hand, when the padding material or harness is stiff, the 

closing velocity between the head and helmet shell falls off very rapidly at 
first, leading to a high force acting on the skull. Once the resistance of 
the liner to deformation breaks down, the stopping &stance then avaIlable may 

be relatively large. 

The change of velocity with respect to displacement in the cake of two 

plasticine test-pieces and three helmets subJected to blows of 100 ft lb 
(135.5 a) kvxztic energy at about 25 ft/s (7.62 msec-') 1s represented by the 
curves in ~1g.25. These curves show that in current helmets, comparatively 
little velocity is lost initially, so that the rate of change of momentum 
during the latter part of the stroke tends to be high. In cake 3, the helmet 
bottomed, producing a peak deceleration of more than 700 g and It can be seen 
that for a displacement of only 0.03 in (0.07 cm) the approach velocity was 
reduced from about 10 ft/s (3 msec-') to zero. 
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The shapes of the acceleration pulses generated in this experiment were 

all approximately triangular with respect to time. If a rectangular pulse 

could be achieved in practice for a given impact energy, the peak deceleration 

would be half that for a triangular pulse, assuming the value of E to be 

zero. The very fast rue time of a square wave type of impulse implies that 

the helmet lner is very stiff' up to the point where It suddenly breaks down. 

So far as the skull is concerned, there IS practically no attenuation of the 

blow when the kinetic energy disslpated is less than that needed to cause the 

liner to collapse. The protective function of such a shell and liner combina- 

tion would be limIted to crash conditions. It I.S possible however, that the 

relatively long dwell at manmum acceleration (say 250 g) might be intolerable. 

6 THE IMPACT TESTING OF SERVICE HELMETS. USING VERTICAL DROP AND PENDULUM 
RIGS 

To conclude this preliminary work on the dynamics of head protection, it 

was deaded to examine the response of complete Servxe helmets to given blows 

in both the vertical drop and the pendulum rigs; the colliding maae.ea being 

made approximately equal in the latter case. 

6.1 The vertical drop test 

Samples of new Mks.1 and 2 type aircrew crash helmets 'gene SUbJeCted to 

blows of 97 ft. lb (I32 J) at 25 ft./s (7.62 msec-') impact velocity and Fig.26 

shows the results of tests on the two helmets. It can be Seen that there was 

a difference of only about 30 g between the peak accelerations, but the value 

of E uulicated by the total velocity change, see Fig.26b, was hgher for the 

Mk.2 than the Mk.1 helmet. The fibreglass shell in the Mk.2 helmet cracks and 

delaminates easily, so that it would not be expected that very much energy 

would be restored in the rebound. It is concluded therefore, that the cork 

buffer, which 1s very elastic because of au trapped in its closed cell system, 

was involved in the impact. 

From Fig.26c it ull be seen that the displacement of the Mk.1 shell was 

slightly greater than the Mk.2 and the values obtalned by integrating the 

velocity-time curves of Fig.26b were 1.4 and 1.3 in (3.6 and 3.3 cm) respec- 

t1ve1y. The displacements measured from a high speed cina f1l.m taken during 

the impact were in close agreement as shown in Flg.26c. It was found that the 

actual distances between the dummy head and the lnslde surface of the helmet 

shells in the crown area in the Mks.1 and 2 helmets respectively, are about 

1.6 and I.9 in (I+ and 4.75 cm). 

. 
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In contrast Fq.27 shows the results of an experiment in which a Mk.1 

helmet bottomed when subJected to a crown blow by a stmker of 10 lb (4.54 kg) 

weight at 25ft/s (7.62 msec4) impact velocity. This helmet had previously 

been subjected to several blows which damaged the head suspension harness, so 

that the clearance between the skull and the shell was reduced. The 

acceleration-time trace peaked beyond 700 g and double integration shows that 

the shell was stopped in about 1 in (2.5 cm). During the f'vst 0.8 in (2 cm) 

of this duplacement the velocity change was only about 8 ft/s (2.4 msec-I), 
-1 but in the final 0.16 in (0.4 cm) the change of velocity, 17 ft/s (5.2 met ), 

was much more rapid due to the impact of the dummy head on the buffer material. 

It 1s noteworthy that the value of E shown by thu test 1s 0.7; that IS, 

about double the value for a new Mk.1 helmet. 

6.2 The pendulum ng test 

On the pendulum rig, new Mks.1 and 2 helmets were then subjected to blows 

of the same kinetic energy and the same Impact velocity as before on the crown 

and over the ear. The conditions of the experiment were altered however, in 

that the weights of the striker (10 lb (4.5 kg)) and the test helmet with Its 

he&form and mounting platform (13 lb (5.9 kg)) were of the sax~e order. The 

striker was instrumented with an accelerometer III Its nose, so that the 

recorded traces are typical for input pulses. The test assembly whxh 'was 

suspended by fine wires wa,s free to mcve following impact with consequences 

already discussed in section 4.1.2 and Appendix A. 

Flgs.28 and 29 show the results of the experiment and from the integration 

of the acceleration-time traces 28a and 29a, it can be seen that the total 

change of velocity of the striker in each case was about 15 ft/s (4.57 msec-') 

(Figs.28b and 29b) compared with 33 to 40 ft/s (10 to 12.2 msec -I) for the 

vertical drop test: the value of E was between 0.3 and 0.4. This loss of 

velocity by the striker was more than half Its initial velocity on impact 

because its mass was less than that of the test assembly. 

The integration of the velocity-time curves, see Flgs.28~ and 29~ shows 

that the displacement of the helmet shells was between 0.6 and 0.8 in (1.5 and 

2 cm) or about half the displacement that took place in the vertical drop test. 

It ccn be seen that although the same impact energy was supplied XI both 

of these tests, the blows inflicted in the pendulum rig were much less severe- 

To make the two tests comparable It is therefore necessary to make the kin&x 
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energy of the blow approximately twice that supplxed in the vertical drop test. 

The precise figure ~1.11 depend on the masz ratio employed. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

Although, at the present time it IS impossible to define precisely the 
threshold of inwry in man caused by blows to the head, a maximum peak force of 
4400 lb (19.6 kK) acting on the skull is used as a criterion in specifications 
for the design of crash helmets. Ths value was origInally derived from the 
force required to fracture the average cadaver skull, when acting through the 
scalp on an area of about 2 in2 (12.9 cm*). As an arbitrary measure for com- 
paring the performance of different helmets in response to given impact condi- 
tions, the figure is quite useful, but its connection with real conditions is 
not clear. In practice, however, It is possible to give a faz measure of pro- 
tection against skull fracture by mean3 of stiff helmet shells with suitable 

load spreading and energy absorbent liners, when the impact energy reaches 
between 120 ard 150 ft lb (163 and 204 J). 

Angular acceleration of the brain is believed to be one of the chief 
causes of inJury and death during accidents involving impact. Unfortunately, 
little can be done to prevent this because of the real difficulty of arresting 
rotational movement with a helmet of practicable design and also because of 
the slow response of the brain to changes of velocity. 

The same type of difficulty applies to translstional movement, when the 
response of the brain to impact is slow compared with that of the skull. To 

make these impulses long enough to give the bran time to respond closely, 

would require a helmet of impracticable size. 

Some improvement to existing helmet designs could be made however, by 

ensuring that the shells are stiffer and more resistant to penetration than at 
present, that they are smooth and spherical enough to deflect a high proportion 
of blows to the head and finally that the whole assembly has a low coefficient 
of restitution (preferably no higher than 0.3) to keep the total change of 
velocity of the head as low as possible. 

Our work so far, has been mainly concerned with the development of 
techniques for examining the characteristx behaviour of crash helmets during 
impulsive loading. The impact test rigs used in our experiments have been made 
more flexible than 1s usual, in that mass and impact velocity can be varied at 
will to suit any reasonable test. Also, the impact records we have made are 
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clear and of sufficiently large scale to allow the extraction of useful infor- 
matson about the velocity change and displacement of the test helmet shell, as 

well as the maximum force and acceleration transmitted to the dummy head. 

Our experiments suggest that crash helmets function mainly as a means Of 
reducing the danger of skull fracture. This is achieved by the liners which 

spread the lmpact load and keep the rate of' interchange of momentum between 
the head and the colliding body or structure as low as possible. Stiff or 

highly rated liners make the rise time of the force acting on the skull short 
and It may be uncomfortably large even when the helmet is subJected to other- 

wise unimportant blows. Lowly rated liners on the other hand, allow a large 

displacement of the head while the closing velocity falls by a relatively small 
amount. In the Iunit, nearly all the kinetic energy of the impactis dissipated 
while stopping the head in a very small distance from a considerable velocity. 
This is the bottoming case, where very high forces act on the skull, although 
their time of action at extreme values is very short. 

Compromise on the characteristics of helmet liners is necessary to 
prevent on the one hand, the dissipation of nearly all the energy of impact on 
the skull during moderate blows while little or no work is done on the helmet, 
and on the other, early bottoming due to over soft head harness or padding. 

Difficulties m the correlation of the results of experiments from 

different scurces have led to the suggestion that some form of standard test- 
piece is needed to check the output from different rigs. We have found that 
such a device can be made from plasticine moulded to the form of a truncated 
cone of given dimensmns. 
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Appendix A 

THE EFFECT OF MASS RATIO 

In contrast with the vertical drop test rig, the striker and head-mass 
are freely suspended in the R.A.E. pendulum test rig and the consequences of 
making theu masses approximately equal can be shown. 

Suppose that two masses m, and m2, moving in the same straight line 
collide, that their initial velocities are U, and U2 their coefficient of 
restitution is E and theu relative velocities after impact are v, and v2' 

Then by Newtons law of impact 

‘, - Y* = - E (u, - u,) . 

The momentum of the masses is conserved, so that 

ml v1 + m2 v2 = m, u, + m2 u2 - 

(A-1 ) 

From these two equations the values of v., and v 
2 

can be found. They are 

'1 = u, (1 - El/2 (A-2) 

and 

v2 = U, (1 + E)/2 (A-3) 

when m = m 
12 

and U2 = 0. 

If E = 1 then 7, = 0 and v2 = U, and if E = 0 then v, = U,/2 
and v2 = u42. 

The kinetic energy lost by the striker is:- 

ml m2 (1 - E2) (u, - u2j2/2 (m, + m2) . 
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When the colliding masses are equal as in one arrangement of the R.A.E. 

pendulum ulpact test r1g 

Ke = m, U: (I - E2)/4 (A-4) 

and when E = 0 

Ke = m, Is;/4 (A-5) 

but when E = 1 no energy IS lost. That IS, all the energy 1s converted back 

to potential energy. 

On the other hand, in the R.RE. pendulum ng fitted with its large 

suspended anv~le mass, 

m2 
= 309 approx1mate1y and u* = 0 

therefore 

2 
Ke = 15 m, 

2 U, (I - E )/31 
2 

= 0.485 m, U, 

or nearly 

m I?/2 (A-6) 

but when E = 1 there 1s no difference between the two cases because the 

orlginal potentul energies were equal. 

This means that when the value of E is close to zero, a blow between 

equal masses must contan tnce the energy of a blow aganst an infinite or 

very large rna~~ to produce a comparable effect. 

r  
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Appendix B 

TW HELMET ANE HEAD ASSEMBLY REGARDED AS A SIMPLE MASS SPRING SYSTEM 

Any mathematxal model of a head and helmet assembly is likely to be 

over simplified. Nevertheless, analysis of such a system regarded as a simple 

mass-sprng arrangement with damping, at least yields a picture in which the 

order of events can be visualued. 

Consider a body of weight W lb colliding with a stationary body of 

weight X W lb, through a linear spring of stiffness K lb/ft, with an 

associated dampug force c lb sec/ft. Initially the velocity of the fust 

weight is u ft/s and both are free to move in a straight line after impact. 

If the displacement of the first body in space from its position at the moment 

of impact 1s x ft and the second body 1s y ft the equations of motion are:- 

w z/g = c (fi - 2) + K (y - x) (B-1 ) 

and 

wxj;/g =-c (jr-%) -K(y-x) (B-2) 

with the initial conditions x, y and : = 0, ZT = u. 

MultiplyIng equation (B-l) by h and subtracting equation (B-2) we have 

w X (ii - j;)/g + c (1 + h) (% - 5) + K (1 + h) (x - y) = 0 . (B-3) 

Whence, putting x - y = z, 

c(l+h)&Wh = 2hw , 

K(l+h)&h = w2 

we have 

t;+Zhwz+w22: = 0 

with the initial conditions 5 = 0, k= u. 

The solution of equation (B-4) is given by 

L; = U sin(1 -h J wt)e if h cl 1 

(B-4) 

of h =I (B-5) 
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Differentiating, 

if h <I, c = cm 

E; = TJ (1 - t w)e-wt ifh=l 

;: = u [ h - 1 ch - h shle J' -hut/& 

if h > 1, ch = cash sh = sinb 

35 

I (B-6) 

From these basx equations we may deduce the coefficient of restitution E, 

the duration of the Impact T, the maximum acceleration amax and the trans- 

mttea force Pm& and the max~~~~um relative displacement of the weights. 

B.l Duration of unpact T and coefficxnt of restitution E 

The fIna1 velocities of the weights are reached when their acce1eratlon.z 

become zero, that 1s when 

. 
2hZ+wL; = 0 (B-7) 

IJslng equations (B-5) and (B-6) we fnd that equation (B-7) is satisfied at 

time T given by 

sin [l-h WT - 2 cos J -'h] = 0 , i.e.mw T = 2 CCIS-' (B-8) 

ifh <I 

wT = 2 If h = 1 (B-Y) 

sinh ffiwT - 2 cash -' h] = 0, i.e. Jh2l w T = 2 cosd' h (B-IO) 
~fh >I 

The relative velocity at time T is 

-hullI 
-tJe 

m each case, so that 

in each case. 

E = e -hdl! 

(B-II) 

(B-12) 
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B.2 Chawe of velocity of striker 

Adding equations (B-l) and (B-2) we find 

?+hj; = 0 , (B-1 3) 

whence integrating and putting in initial conditions 

%+a? = u 

x+hy = ut 

eo that x' z a Q/(1 + a) 

?i 
. 

= (u + J. zJ/(l * 9 

x = (u t + a WI + A) 

Hence the total change of velocity of the striker is 

(B-14) 

V z u - @ - h E u)/(l + h) = hU (I + E)/(l + 1) . (B-1 5) 

In this partxular case where the second body is very large compared 

with the striker 

V=U(ltE) . (B-16) 

B.3 Maximum acceleratmn a 
max 

The maximum relative acceleration ama cccws where 

has minimum, that 1s at time t,, say, where 

Zh;+"k = 0. (B-1 7) 

For h < 1 this cccum when 

that is 

wt, - h (3 - 4 h2) sini> wt., = 0 (B-18) 

ccc -'h] = 0 
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or 
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m wt, = x/2 - 3 sin-' h . (B-19) 

Ths equation is only soluble for real time if x/2 - 3 sin-' h > 0 
that IS, if h < 0.5, and substitution in equation (B-J.+) gives: 

The mwum acceleration of the striker using equation (B-14) is given by 
. . 

a max = hq&(l +A) 

so that, when h is very large 
-hut, 

a max = <, = -wUe (B-21) 

For h > 0.5, the maximum acceleration occurs at the moment of impact 
ana is given by 

Lx =-2hwU 

ama for large h 

B.4 Force acting on bodies 

The force is given by 

P = cS;+ki: = Wh$g(l+A) 

so that for h < 0.5 

and for h > 0.5 

P -&I 
max = WhwUe /g (1 + h) 

P max = 2 W h wlJ h/g (1 + h) 

or, for large h, h < 0.5, 

h > 0.5 

P 
-hwtl 

max = wwue /g 

P max = 2 W w uh/g 

(B-22) 

(B-23) 

(B-24) 
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B.5 Maximum spring deflection 

The maximum deflection occurs when k = 0. That is, using equation (B-6) 
when 

J~slk = cos-' h if h c 1 

wt = 1 ifh=l 

fi ti = cash-' h ifh >I 

That is, when t = T/2, (from equations (B-8), (B-9) and (B-10)). (~-26) 

* 5mx = ,, e-hfl/2 

Using equation (B-IL), 

w xmax = (U T + h u e-miz) (I + h) 

= rJ e-hw2 

(B-25) 

(B-27) 

(~-28) 

when X 1s large. 

B.6 Relationship between change of striker velocity and duration of impact 
for a fixed deflection 6 

The change of velocity is 

V = U (1 + E) (equation B-I 6)) 

T = log, (1,%)/h w (equation (B-12)) 

6w = u Jz (equation (~-28)) 

hence 

V T = [s (1 + E) loge (l/E)@& (B-29) 
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B.7 Variation of maximum spring deflection with velocity of stroker using 
constant enerffl input. for h infinite 

If we maintain a constant klnetlc energy in the striker xmpactlng a fixed 

body through a partuxitar spring, using definitions of w, h, and ku&ic 

energy formla we can say 

w = w, q* , u = u/q , W = W,/q , h = h,/q (B-30) 

so that the relation between x and x 

equations (B-8), (B-Y), (B-IO) 2 (B-28). 
1ma.x can be calculated using 

A simpler method however, is to write equation (B-28) in the form: 

(4max = (U/w) fi from equation (B-12), whence using equation (B-30) 

(B-31 ) 

and deduce the ratio from the h versus E curve of Fig.7, and the equation 

h = h,/q. The only difficulty arises for h very large, when E and 

E 
1 

+ 0 but this can be resolved xx the limit. 

For h > 1, since E = e -hm ana w T = 2 cash-' h/j= 

(equations (B-12), (B-IO)) 

log, E = - 2 h (cash-' h)/,G -f- -1 
2 cash h 

If we write + = cash -1 
h 

therefore 

h = cash $ = (e'+ e -q/2 + (l/2) e+ 

hence 

log, E -f- 2 loge 2 h , E +I/(2 h)' 

(+,a;r/(x,)max -, h,h = q . 

. (B-32) 

(B-33) 

(B-34) 

The relationships between E, h, T, amax, xmax are shown in Fig.7 

for the case where h is large. The relationship between VT for dlfferent 

values of S is shown in Fig.1 for the case E = 0.3, h = 0.5. The effect 

of variatun of striker parameters with constant kinetic ener& is shown in 

Fig.% 
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Test -piece 2 (Plastlclne cone frustum 
> 

Kinetic energy = IOOft lb (136J) 

Weight of striker = IO lb (4 5 Kg) 

Impact valoclty = 25 4ft/sec (7 75 m see-‘) 

Mass ratlo = 32:i 

DI menslons of test- piece: 
3/4 ,n die (I 88em) 

I 

I’4 ,” (3.75cm) 

3 4 5 6 
Time (m see) - 

Anw’ W=Z?Olb (1451(9) 

Fig. 21 I’/2 inch conical plasticine test -pieces 
compared on pendulum rig 
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Rig used Vertical drop 

Test-piece’ 2 (Plast,c,ne cone frustum) 

Klnetlc energy = lOOft lb (136J) 

Weight of StriKer = IOlb (4 SKg) 

Impact Velocity = 25 4ft/sec (7 75m see-’ ) 

Mass ratlo So0 

Dlmensbons of test-piece + c , 3/4 10 dla (I 88 cm) 

In (375cm) 

_ ,Test -piece 

ball and sock& JOlnt 

(%-aln gauged shaft) 

; 2 A 4 ; 
Time (m set) - 

Fig 22 I’/2 Inch conical plasticlne test -pieces compared on vertical drop rtg 

., * ”  * 



. . . . . 

R’9 used VertlCal drop 

Test-pteces lndustrlal helmet she1 I with, 
@Typical recoverable foam I lner 
@ Pneumatic skull cap I Inch thick (2 Scm) 
@ As above,but backed with I Inch (25cm) 

th!ck polyether foam padding 

Klnetlc energy = 40ft lb (54.2 J) 

Weight of Strrlker = IOlb (4.5 Kg) 
Impact velocity = Iwt/sec (4 3 m se-‘) 

Ma55 ratio W 

Locatmn of blow Crowt~ 

I 
2 4 6 0 10 IZ 14 I6 I0 20 22 24 26 20 30 32 

Time (m see) - 

Fig 23 Stoppmq distance 

-4 :’ 

- E” 
5 : 

6 
-6 $ 
- 0 

-’ I 



Note 
Volume of liner was too large and 

during Impact displaced air 

Inflated remote parts of air bag 
instead of QSCaplng to atmosphere 

- 60 

-50 ;; 
0 - 

-40 ; 

-30 d 
2 0 

-20 lL 

- IO 

Klg used : Vert lcal drop 
Test-plece’ Mklshell with Full cover 

pneumatic liner 

Klnetlc energy = 30ft lb approv (40 6J) 
II-0 pact velcclty = 925&/5ec (2 Bm see-‘) 

thss rat10 00 
Location of blows ’ Crown 
Pressure transducer fitted in liner 

Trace 0 Loner sealed 

0 2 Imm dlo. jet outward leak t 

I ” -u 
4 It 

Fig 24 Pressure rise in pneumatic helmet liner during impact 

* n l . 6  , 



@ Plastlcine cyl,nder 21n dla * I I” lonq 
peak acceleration = 3253 

Measured displacement = 0 75 Inch (I 9cm) 

@ Plastlclne cone frustum base 21n dja, aped 3/4 in dla, 
height I’/2 lnchos (base Scm, apex I9cm, height 2 5cm) 

Peak acceleratmn = 4159 
Measured displacement = 0 825 Inch (2 06cm) 

0 Damaged Mk I helmet 

Peak accelerat Ion =725g (bottomed) 

@ Mk 2 helmet 

peak acceleration = 2309 
Measured d!splacement (f Ilm) = I 2 Inch (3cm) 

@ Mkl helmet (new) 
Peak acceleration = 1859 

Measured displacement tfllm) = I4 Inch (35cn-1) 

i 

Velocity (l-0 se.-;) 05 

6 4 
3 I I I , I 

20 I5 IO 5 0 

-VeIoclty (ft/sec ) 

Fig 25 Displacement and velocity change for several 
test specimens during Impact 
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l?lg used Vertical drop 

Test-piece’ Damaged Mki helmet 
Klnettc energy = 97ft lb (132 J) 

Weight of striker = IOlb (4 SKj) 

Impact Vcloclty: zsft/sec 
(765 m set-‘) 

Mass ratm - 
Locat Ion of blow crown 

‘i?emarks ’ Helmet bottomed 

/ 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 3 IO 

2or lb 

IS - 
-4 

IO- i 

-2 UJ 
5- 

r 

Tome (m see) - 

iioa- -20-d 
DrawNrr to same 

scale as Flg.26 -256 

Time (m see) - 

Fig 27 A case of bottoming - Mk I protectwe helmet 
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Rtg used : Penduitim 

Test-piece’ Mk I helmet complete 

Ktnetc energy = lOOf+b (136J) 

Wqht of striker = IOlb (45Kg) 

Weight of helmet and motintlnq = 12 Sib (5 G\(y) 

impact velocity = 25 4ft/sec (7 15 m set-‘1 

Mass rat\0 = I25 I 

Location OF bkJwJ5 u 

Trace @ ’ -Crown 
Trace @ :- Ear cover 

m 2 
t 

c 
0 

2 3 4 5 b 7 9 9 

Tme (m see) - 

a 

b 

Time ---+ (m set) -5 2 
s 

I.0 L J 25 0 

Flq 28 a-c Mk I protective helmet tested on pendulum rig 

. r, c . 



A u ‘ 1  

RI9 u5ed Pendulum 

Test-piece, Mk 2 helmet campiete 

ILnetcc energy = IOOft/lb (136.J) 

Wclght of strlKer = IOlb (45Kg) 

Waght of helmet and mountlng = l3lb (5 8Kg) 

Impact vekxrty = 25 4ft./sec (7 75 m set-‘1 

Mass rat\o = 13’1 

LocatIon of blows 

Trace I 

8 

I- Crcwn 

Trace 2 I- Ear cover 

Time (m set) - 

a 

5- 

IO - 

I5 - 

20 - 

I -f 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO 11 12 

Tlrne (m set) - -05 

D ’ 

Fig. 29 a-c Mk 2 protective helmet tested In pendulum riq 
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